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Abstract: In this paper, the designs and manufacturing process of a powered upper limb orthosis are
presented. The orthosis is an exoskeleton worn on one arm by the user and fixed to the trunk. The
orthosis’ architecture, design, and manufacturing process are presented and discussed. Estimations
of the ranges of movement related to daily living activities are presented. The preliminary tests to
verify the functionality of the design show encouraging results.

Keywords: active upper limb orthosis; kinematic analysis; dynamic analysis; pneumatic muscle;
multibody model

1. Introduction

The continuous extension of the average life around the world means there will be
more elderly people in the future. This is why the need for more and more sanitary care is
expected, along with growing health costs. This is the main reason for the push to develop
automated systems to apply medical therapies and assistance.

On the other hand, robots are increasingly present in daily life, from robots used for
house cleaning to robots used for garden care. While the number of applications in which
robots are useful in normal daily life continues to grow, the need for integration in the home
environment and the need for safety in human–machine interactions are also growing. In
this context, in recent years, collaborative robots and soft robotics, which meet these needs
in biomedical, industrial, exploration, and human assistance fields [1–8], have received a
lot of attention.

Such machines with high safety requirements certainly include robots used for motor
rehabilitation and assistance.

There are two broad categories of active assistive machines based on how they mechan-
ically interface with humans. The first category concerns machines of the end effector type,
which work by being in contact only with the extremity of the limb being treated [9–17]. The
second type relates to machines or devices of the exoskeletal type with a mechanical struc-
ture that reflects the skeletal structure of the limb, i.e., each segment of the limb associated
with a joint movement is connected to the corresponding segment of the device [18–27].

Bio-inspired machines are more acceptable from a psychological point of view. The
exoskeleton-type systems are bio-inspired, while the end effector ones are often the result
of the adaptation of industrial robots. For safety purposes, these robots must be structurally
compliant, and this often is achieved through the introduction of specific compliant devices.
Compliance can also be achieved through control, but this is not always easy, such as when
the transmissions are not back-drivable.

The exoskeleton-type machines also allow the user to control the individual joints,
segment-by-segment, and to precisely guide the limb in complex movements. The end-
effector-type machines are easier to use but can present critical issues related to the achieve-
ment of the singularity configurations of the human limbs.
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The present work concerns an active orthosis for the upper limbs. The use of robots for
support of the upper limbs has been studied and they have been used for some time. As for
the actuators, they play a fundamental role in the device’s safety. The most common robots
used for upper limb aid are equipped with electric actuators [28–40]; however, pneumatic
actuators [41–46], hydraulic actuators [47–50], actuators based on magnetorheological
materials [51,52] or electrorheological materials [53], and actuators based on passive elastic
elements combined with electric motors and functional electrical stimulation (FES) [54] or
FES alone [55] are also used.

Although they are much less used for rehabilitation and assistive devices in general,
and for devices dedicated to the upper limbs particularly, pneumatic muscle actuators are
very interesting given their suitable characteristics for these devices [56–63]. They have
a great power-to-weight ratio and are light, allowing them to be developed into easily
transportable and wearable devices. They are inexpensive, flexible, and easy to place in
the context of the machine, while not requiring precision in assembly. Finally, and very
importantly, they are compliant. This feature confers compliance to the whole machine,
making it intrinsically safe. Despite their advantages, they have the disadvantage of being
more difficult to control than other actuators, since they are highly non-linear; sizing is
difficult for the same reason. Several procedures and models are currently available for
sizing pneumatic muscles [64–68]. Furthermore, they only work in one way and must
be organized using an agonist–antagonist architecture. Their similarity to humans in
appearance and operation brings another advantage; they are more acceptable and better
suited to domestic contexts. Furthermore, their compliance, together with the antagonist–
agonist configuration, allows for the variable stiffness of the joints [69].

Robots used for upper limb aids have distinct characteristics, especially for the ex-
ercise possibilities they allow. There are no standards regarding their performance; the
various devices are distinguished by the joints or movements they can handle. There
are robots designed for the shoulder [70], elbow [71–73], forearm [74], wrist [75,76], and
finger joints [77–79], as well as for numerous joint combinations such as the shoulder
and elbow [80,81]; forearm and wrist [82,83]; wrist and fingers [84]; shoulder, elbow, and
forearm [85]; elbow, forearm, and fingers [86]; and forearm, wrist, and fingers [87]; or for
the whole limb [88].

Control is a key part of an assistive robot. Cases where the control introduces compli-
ance must be considered. Classic control strategies such as PID control are often used and
work well in passive patient protocols. Other control systems are based on the sliding mode,
mechanical impedance control, fuzzy logic [89], or combined approaches. Control systems
usually use EMG signals [90,91], signals from measurements of kinematic parameters [92],
dynamic parameters, or combinations of these factors [93].

Based on the analyzed literature, we conducted activities concerning the development
of a device used to assist the upper limbs about the shoulder and elbow with a exoskeleton-
type kinematic architecture. The device has four motorized degrees of freedom (DoF),
actuated by pneumatic muscles. After the design phase, the orthosis was built. Certain
preliminary experimental tests concerning the movements of the single joints were carried
out. The validity of the project was proven.

Through a comparison conducted with similar devices, the proposed decide presents
an innovative kinematic architecture that implements a spherical joint for the shoulder,
motorizing all the three degrees of freedom. In this way, it is possible to perform physi-
ologically correct movements. The orthosis performs well in terms of transparency and
allows the specifications to be achieved while maintaining a small size. The kinematic
architecture’s novelty is in the way it implements a spherical joint, as described below.
The abduction and adduction movements of the shoulder are achieved by means of a
hinge, with an axis perpendicular to the frontal plane and passing through the center of
the glenohumeral joint, which constrains a circular guide with a diameter matched to the
above axis and with the center on the glenohumeral joint. Furthermore, there is a carriage
part that is constrained to move on the guide, as if it were constrained by a second hinge
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with its axis perpendicular to the plane of the guide versus the center of the guide. For the
geometry described here, the carriage part is constrained to move on a spherical surface
centered on the glenohumeral joint. The carriage part is the seat of a third hinge with an
axis always coinciding with the center of the sphere and of the glenohumeral joint. This
method of implementing a real spherical joint is innovative, as it has never been proposed
before by other authors. Other solutions for the shoulder joint have three hinges with
mutually perpendicular axes placed in series. These solutions are not spherical joints and
do not perform as well. In fact, if an abduction movement of 90◦ is applied with an internal
horizontal rotation movement of 90◦, the shoulder is blocked in the extension movement.
This extreme example highlights the device’s limit, which in general is not so extreme. In
any case, in a more general configuration, this limits the freedom of movement, which does
not occur with the proposed joint. Another solution about a real spherical joint is presented
that does not have the limit described but has larger dimensions, which is a disadvantage
in terms of acceptability, and not all of the degrees of freedom of the joint are motorized,
which is a disadvantage in terms of functionality. The novelty of the device is the use of
pneumatic muscle actuators that reduce the mass and the overall dimensions, creating a
device that performs well from the point of view of acceptability and is intrinsically safe
thanks to the compliance achieved by the actuators. In the Discussion and Conclusions, a
complete and detailed comparison of the proposed solution with other similar robots is
presented and discussed.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Mechanical Design of the Orthosis
2.1.1. Technical Specification, Functional Design

As previously explained, the orthosis is designed for use as an assistive device for
the upper limbs. The technical specifications that were considered for the design of the
device are:

• Simple and low-cost design;
• Able to give more power to the movement of the upper arm;
• Sufficient power to move the hand with no aid from the biological muscles;
• The working volume for the hand is as large as possible to fit with activities of

daily living;
• A payload of 5 N;
• Easy to wear and comfortable;
• Attention is paid to user acceptability.

The fact that it must be wearable directs the concept towards an exoskeleton-type
device. Among the exoskeletons, there are exoskeletons with a structure and exosuits or soft
suits with actuators integrated into the fabric. This second type of device can operate when
the actuators are of the cushion or pneumatic bellows type and are interposed between
two parts that must be separated, such as between the abdomen and pelvis for back support.
These actuators are bulky and do not lend themselves to the case in question. The main
problem with the soft suites is that the actuators integrated in the fabric of the suit, not
having effective structural support, are unable to correctly apply the forces on the segments
of the human body in order to implement the desired movements. Some authors have
tried with reinforcement slats, but due to not being connected to each other by mechanical
joints, these involve relative movements that reduce the efficiency of the transfer from the
actuators to the user’s body, also causing discomfort. The possible solution appears to be
an exoskeleton with links connected by mechanical joints in such a way as to guide the
movements by the actuators in a safe and precise manner. The links have appropriate cuffs
for the application of loads to the segments of the human limb, with possible arrangements
for connection to the structure that allow adaptations in order to compensate for the
inevitable misalignments that are generated during the movements between the segments
of the orthosis and the homologs of the human limb. Here, we only consider the shoulder
and elbow joints.
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As for the shoulder, the device, leaving out the shoulder girdle DoFs, must provide
at least three rotational DoFs of the glenohumeral joint, which is a spherical joint. From
these needs derives the difficulty of making a device that must reproduce a spherical hinge,
with the center geometrically coinciding with the one of the glenohumeral joints inside the
user’s body. Then, three hinges with mutually orthogonal axes are required.

From the analysis of existing orthoses for the upper limb together with the design
requirements, the functional design produced a device consisting of a frame fixed to
the trunk [94]; for the abduction and adduction movements, a hinge is provided with
an anteroposterior axis passing through the center of the humerus and containing the
diameter of a semicircular profile articulated through this axis, with the trunk, and with
a geometric center coinciding with the center of the humerus. The circular profile, with
the limb extended along the body, has its axis in a vertical direction and is coincident with
the longitudinal axis of the humerus. The semicircular element constitutes a guide that
is articulated with a carriage, which given the architecture described here, can perform
a rotational movement around the center of the humerus, i.e., the rotation movement of
the shoulder. The carriage is the place of the third hinge, with a radial axis with respect to
the guide, which is used for coupling with a link that runs parallel to the arm, allowing
the flexion and extension movements of the shoulder. At the other end of the link there
is another hinge at the elbow level that articulates the link corresponding to the arm with
another corresponding to the forearm for flexion and extension movements of the elbow.

As for the range of motion (ROM), an investigation was carried out to measure the
different human movements necessary for activities of daily living (ADL). A system based
on inertial measurement units able to detect the movements of the human limb segments
was used. By means of three IMUs, one placed on the trunk and the other two respectively
on the arm and on the forearm, it was possible to detect the required ROM. The recording
system was the Wear Notch motor capture interface, whose precision is 1.4 degrees for the
angles. The investigated ADL were working at a desk, reading a book, writing, working at
a PC, washing the face, brushing the teeth, scratching the nose, and activities for eating and
drinking. A subject simulated the abovementioned ADL and the movements of the single
segments of the upper limbs were recorded. In Figure 1, the subject during the simulations
and the digital twin for the kinematic optimization are shown. In the same figure, the
representative angles of the shoulder and of the elbow are shown.

By considering the results shown in Figure 1, the ROMs for the joints were chosen.
The dimensions of the links were chosen according to the Hybrid III crash test dummy
(Figure 2). The dimensions, ROMs and forces at the tip of the orthosis were as follows:

• Arm length a3: 260 mm;
• Forearm length a4: 340 mm;
• Shoulder abduction–adduction: 10◦ < θ1 < 80◦

• Shoulder external–internal rotation: 240◦ < θ2 < 330◦

• Shoulder flexion–extension: 70◦ < θ3 < 150◦

• Elbow flexion–extension: 0◦ < θ4 < 130◦

• Force on the end effector, F, 5 N, directed and pointing as gravity force.
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Figure 1. Simulations and recordings of upper limb movements in ADL (above). ROMs for the single
joints in the chosen ADL (bottom). The references are the same as for the modified DH notation
introduced for kinematic analyses and detailed in Figure 2.
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180◦, 0◦) and on the right is the configuration θT = (0◦, 270◦, 90◦, 90◦).

2.1.2. Direct Kinematic Model Domain Analysis

For the determination of the working volume, the direct kinematic model was con-
sidered. Using the modified Denavit–Hartemberg notation, the transformation matrix
between the reference frame of the wrist with respect to the base is given by the product of
all single transformation matrices between link i and link i − 1:

0
WT = 0

1T · 1
2T · 2

3T · 3
4T · 4

WT (1)
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where in the considered case of the modified Denavit–Hartemberg notation [95]:

i−1
i T =


cos θi − sin θi 0 ai−1

sin θi cos αi−1 cos θi cos αi−1 − sin αi−1 − sin αi−1di
sin θi sin αi−1 cos θi sin αi−1 cos αi−1 cos αi−1di

0 0 0 1

 (2)

With reference to Figure 2, the numerical values of the parameters are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Link parameters for the orthosis.

i ai−1 [mm] αi−1 [◦] di [mm] θi [◦]

1 0 0 100 θ1
2 0 −90 0 θ2
3 0 −90 100 θ3
4 260 0 −42 θ4

5 (W) 340 0 0 0

The orthosis ends with the wrist attachment point. The wrist is not present and a
reference for the wrist, (W), was considered, which is rigidly connected with the extremity
of the forearm.

From the matrix in (1), it is possible to determine the coordinates, with respect to the
base, of any point, known as its coordinates with respect to the local reference of the wrist
frame, for any set of joint angle values. By considering the position of the origin of the wrist
frame in the local coordinates (p = [0 0 0 1]T) and by varying the angles of the joints in the
respective definition domains, the working volume of the device is determined. In Figure 3,
the working volume is presented, with variations of 10◦ for θi, obtaining 10,080 different
positions. The obtained point cloud was bounded and a triangular mesh surface was
created in order to show the working volume.
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It can be seen that the volume of work is large in the areas in front of the trunk or face
and in the lateral area above the head. It is understood that it is possible to operate on a
table, bring objects to the mouth, and touch the face and the top of the head to take care of
the person. In this case, the workspace investigation did not require a previous check of the
congruence of the values of the joint parameters, which is required in the case of parallel
kinematic chains [96]. As for the check of the risk of velocity fluctuations near singularity
configurations, it can be stated that given the considered movements, the system will be
quite far from those conditions and the relative consequences. In any case, the topic of
kinematic velocity analyses through the Jacobian will be faced when the control system is
implemented [97].

2.1.3. Dynamic Model

In order to determine the needed torque at the joints for the different movements, a
dynamic model has to be considered. The equations of motion of the open kinematic chain
have the following form:

H(q)
..
q + h

(
q,

.
q
)
+ C(q) = τ (3)

where q is the vector of the joint variables 4 × 1; H(q) is the mass matrix, 4 × 4, which is
symmetric and positively definite; h

(
q,

.
q
)

is the vector of the centrifugal and Coriolis terms,
4 × 1; C(q) is the vector of the gravitational terms, 4 × 1; τ is the vector of the torques
applied to the joints, 4 × 1.

The equations were obtained using the Newton–Euler method [98]. By using local
reference systems for each link, such as those provided by Denavit–Hartemberg’s notation
and already used for kinematic analyses, the equations of motion for the single link were
written. In order to determine the inertial and Coriolis forces, the method provides a
forward solution cycle, which starting from the base link, proceeds towards the end effector
by solving the kinematics with given initial conditions and laws of motion. Then, we
operate with a backward cycle, which starting from the end link proceeds towards the base
with the writing of dynamic balances. At the end of the process, the torques exchanged at
the i-th joint are obtained as a function of those applied to the i-th link and those exchanged
with the next link (i + 1).

Each segment of the model consists of the structural element of the orthosis integrally
connected to the homologous segment of the human body. The joints of the orthosis are
considered to coincide with those of the human body.

The process was implemented in symbolic form (with Matlab Symbolic Toolbox
software) and the matrix H and vectors h and C were obtained, from which the dynamic
equations were obtained in closed form [98]. The usefulness of the method is that it can
also operate with numerical data in real time; the calculation of the torque at the joints is
more efficient than through equations in closed form and will be used in the future for the
control of the device.

In this phase, in which there are no problems regarding the calculation time, the
expressions of the couples at the joints were obtained and used in closed form. The matrices
of Equation (3) are quite bulky so they are not reported.

Given that the device will have to operate at low speeds (max 30 mm/s), in the
dynamic model, for the purpose of determining the numerical values of the torques at the
joints, quasi-static laws of motion with zero speeds and accelerations were considered. in
fact, kinetostatic conditions were considered. Table 2 shows the parameters that characterize
the dynamic model.
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Table 2. Parameters of the dynamic model.

Link i mi [kg] dGi [m] Ixi [kg m2] Iyi [kg m2] Izi [kg m2]

1 0.19 0.064 0.0009 0.0019 0.0009
2 0.01 0.100 0.0000 0.0001 0.0001
3 2.26 + 0.28 0.114 0.0028 0.0277 0.0277
4 1.35 + 0.26 0.118 0.0011 0.0105 0.0105
W 0.20 0.047 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002

An investigation was performed using this model of the parameters θi for I = 1, 4,
and F, according to the values indicated above, and it was possible to determine the trends
of the torque required at every joint as a function of the joint positions. Table 3 shows the
maximum and minimum values of the required torques.

Table 3. Required torques at the joints of the orthosis.

Maximum Torque [Nm] Minimum Torque [Nm]

Shoulder
abduction–adduction 22.05 4

Shoulder ext.–int. rotation 28.2 14.1
Shoulder flexion–extension 12 2.4
Elbow flexion–extension 7.5 −3.3

From these data, it is possible to trace the most critical movements for each joint
in terms of the required torques, and to which the angles for which they occur can be
associated. It is, therefore, possible to define the characteristics required by the machine for
each joint.

2.1.4. Actuators, Transmissions

Regarding the actuation of the joints, pneumatic muscles were chosen in an agonist–
antagonist arrangement. Among other advantages, the pneumatic muscle actuators ensure
a high level of safety because of their compliance. A pulley-cable-type transmission was
used for this purpose. As for the requirements of the actuators, the force, and the linear
range, once the necessary torques for the joints were determined by the dynamic model, the
diameter of the transmission pulleys must be chosen in order to determine the specifications
of the pneumatic muscles. The pulleys must be chosen considering two conflicting needs.
As the diameter increases, the forces required by the muscles decrease but their strokes
increase. Therefore, the dimensioning of the muscles together with the transmission is a
single process.

It was decided to use the McKibben pneumatic muscle actuators designed and manu-
factured by the authors [67].

The sizing of the actuators has been addressed by means of the results of a previous
project relating to a lower limb orthosis. From that work, a pneumatic muscle with a
diameter of 15 mm was found to be usable for the present project. As for the sizing of the
actuators, let us consider the following. The force that can be developed by the pneumatic
muscle depends on the diameter at rest and not on the nominal length (length at rest) for a
given level of pressure, while the maximum shortening depends on the nominal length of
the muscle. For the McKibben muscle, it is possible to have maximum shortenings close
to 40%. Pneumatic muscles show characteristic force-shortening, which can be considered
linear and typically has a trend ranging from the maximum force value, which occurs at
zero shortening, to zero force, which occurs at maximum shortening. The characteristics of
a muscle can, therefore, be determined by two points.

In the case in question, for the sizing of the pneumatic muscles, given that a muscle
with a diameter of 15 mm is considered, this allows forces equal to 850 N at 0.7 MPa; with
zero shortening, it is necessary to choose a maximum shortening of the muscle such that the
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characteristics of the muscle are entirely above the characteristics required by the machine
for the most critical movement. From the shortening, from the value of 40%, the length
is obtained.

Two muscles positioned along the forearm drive the elbow joint, while the other two
muscles positioned along the arm drive the shoulder flexion–extension. As for the shoul-
der’s external–internal rotations, two muscles positioned in the back and connected to the
carriage on the semicircular guide by a sheathed cable transmission drive the movements.
Finally, two muscles, again positioned in the back, drive the abduction–adduction move-
ments of the shoulder. These two muscles are not in an agonist–antagonist arrangement but
work synergistically against the gravity driving the abduction, while the gravity provides
for the opposite movement of adduction.

For the elbow joint, a radius for the pulley of 15 mm was chosen. For the flexion–
extension of the shoulder, a radius of 20 mm was chosen for the pulley transmission. As
for the external–internal rotations of the shoulder, the angular excursion from the design
was 90◦, which using a radius of the semicircular guide of 110 mm, gives an arc length of
170 mm. This would conduct to a pneumatic muscle with a rest length of about 425 mm, in
which it is not possible to install the orthosis. Therefore, a transmission was considered with
a ratio of i = 0.47, which is a movement multiplier. In this way, the pneumatic muscle rest
length is reduced to about 200 mm. For the shoulder abduction–adduction transmission, a
pulley with a radius of 30 mm was chosen.

Table 4 reports the functional characteristics of the muscles used in the 4 joints, while
Figure 4 shows the traction force vs. contraction relations for the muscle used compared
to the respective required characteristics of the joints. The working maximum operative
pressure of the pneumatic muscles used is 0.7 MPa.

Table 4. Functional characteristics of the pneumatic muscles used in the orthosis.

Length Rest
Diameter

Maximum
Diameter

Maximum
Force

Maximum
Contraction

Shoulder
flexion 190 mm 15 mm 27 mm 850 N 76 mm

Shoulder
abduction 175 mm 15 mm 27 mm 2 × 850 N 70 mm

Shoulder
rotation 220 mm 15 mm 27 mm 850 N 88 mm

Elbow flexion 175 mm 15 mm 27 mm 850 N 70 mm
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2.1.5. Detailed Design

As for the detailed design for the purpose of optimizing the geometric dimensions,
an approach based on verifications conducted with a multibody model (presented in the
next paragraph) and on finite element models was followed. Proceeding through the
repeated analyses, the definitive solution was reached with the aim of minimizing the
overall dimensions, masses, and mechanical stresses.

So far we have talked about the mobile part of the orthosis, which is anchored to
the user’s chest. For anchoring, a frame is provided, which rests by means of two cuffs,
one upper and one lower, on the trapezius and the iliac crest, respectively. The frame
used for locking has two adjustable straps, one under the armpit and one on the side,
which surround the trunk. In the anteroposterior direction on the frame, there are the
seats for the hinge of the abduction and adduction movement of the shoulder allowed
by the articulation of the semicircular guide with the frame (Figure 4). The frame is
also the seat of the pneumatic muscles for the abduction and rotation movements of the
shoulder (Figure 5).
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Figure 5. The frame for connection of the orthosis to the trunk and PAMS positioning.

The pulleys are connected to their respective links by screw couplings. The one
that controls the abduction movement of the shoulder was made in one piece with the
semicircular guide. For the rotation movement of the shoulder, the multiplication of the
movement was obtained by means of a pair of integral pulleys with a ratio between the
radii equal to 0.47.
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The pneumatic muscles were made in house and steel ropes were considered for
the transmission of movement. The mechanical interfaces were made using sheets of
thermoformable plastic. All critical components have been verified, from a structural point
of view, using FEM models (Figure 6). Figure 7 shows an overall view of the CAD project
of the created orthosis.
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2.1.6. Multibody Model

The design process, which is typically iterative, was characterized by checks on the
dimensions, on the interference between the components, and on the actual performance
in terms of the mobility using a three-dimensional multibody model. In particular, it
was possible to verify the actual functionality in reaching three reference areas for daily
life activities such as working on a table or desk, eating and drinking, and taking care
of one’s self.

The model of the mannequin was built on the basis of anthropometric data from
Pheasant [99] and the online atlas Anatomy Learning [100], considering a male subject of
average height in Italy, or 1.73 m, and the orthosis was based on the dimensions already
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identified in the functional design phase. The joints of the mannequin were modeled
with a spherical hinge for the shoulder and a flat hinge for the elbow. The joints of the
orthosis are equipped with motors that make the device active. In this mode, movements
in the joint space can be commanded and the model can be useful for evaluating the
workspace and for solving inverse dynamics problems. The model was used, through
repeated analyses, in order to obtain trajectories in space to verify the possibility of assisting
in specific areas of the working volume. During the controlled movements, the congruence
of the double kinematic chain (arm of the manikin and orthosis) was verified without
interference between the various rigid members of the model, possibly making corrections
in the CAD environment and reaching the final solution. The model was implemented
using Simwise4D.

After verifying the basic movements of the individual DoF one at a time, the following
movements were verified, to which one or more DoFs contribute:

1. Eating, drinking, taking care of yourself (wash your face, comb your hair, brush your
teeth, etc.);

2. Grasping an object high above your head;
3. Touching your shoulder;
4. Touching your back;
5. Touching the nape of the neck;
6. Reaching the areas of a desk at which you are seated in order to carry out work

activities such as reading, writing, and working on the computer.

Figure 8 shows a multibody model of the human together with the orthosis. It lacks
the fastening straps to the trunk and the pneumatic muscles with the relative transmissions
with sheathed ropes.
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2.2. Control System

The control has to guarantee the stable and extremely robust dynamic functioning of
the machine with respect to the uncertainties of the contacts in interactions with the user.
It must modulate the response to mechanical perturbations and ensure a gentle and soft
evolution both for safety reasons and good practice.

In the next paragraphs, we will discuss the hardware and strategy for the control,
although they have not yet been implemented.

2.2.1. Hardware

Every joint is driven by a couple of muscles: the agonist and the antagonist. The supply
and ventilation of the muscles are provided in two ways and in two positions via FESTO
MHJ9 (FESTO, Esslingen am Neckar, Germany) high-frequency pulse width modulation
(PWM)-driven digital valves. The digital valves will be driven by a microcontroller board.
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The actual positions of the joints will be measured by a conductive plastic potentiometer.
This is a precision potentiometer with an electric arc of 340 degrees, 10 kΩ of electric
resistance, and 2% linearity accuracy.

As for the energy autonomy, this will be provided by means of an electric battery, a
small air compressor, and a very small tank to smooth the pressure fluctuations. There is
a need for 14 valves. The FESTO MHJ9 value measures 9 mm × 32 mm × 51 mm, so it
will be placed in a box measuring 126 mm × 51 mm × 32 mm. All components will be
placed in a backpack, while in domestic environments the devices can work with a ground
compressor and an air distribution pipe. In this way, the compressor will not be on board
and the device will be lighter.

As for the other sensors (for the interface with the user), they depend on the control
strategy and will be discussed in the next paragraph.

2.2.2. Control Strategy

The control of exoskeletal devices can be based on two approaches, one with trajectory
control in which the machine does everything once it has the command, and the one with
interaction control, in which the machine, during movement, continuously exchanges
information with the user. Trajectory control is forced when the user’s limb is unable
to generate signals because muscle contractions are absent. In this case, it is possible to
proceed with pre-established trajectories that can be controlled with eye tracking systems
or with voice command systems. The control of the trajectories can be implemented
using fuzzy control, as implemented by the authors for a rehabilitation arm [101]. Fuzzy
logic control (FLC) is particularly suitable considering the characteristics of the pneumatic
muscles for compliance and non-linear behavior. The most notable feature of an FLC is
the “translation” of fuzzy linguistic rules and measurements into non-linear mapping. An
FLC can be adjusted through practical observations or experience, almost ignoring the
complexity of the system, and can deal with complex systems with relative ease, while still
providing robustness and logical interpretability because it can handle uncertainty (system
variations, sensor noise), being defined in an uncertain way [101].

In the event that the user’s limb is able to generate signals, it is advisable to use these
for control, both because the user can operate it in a more natural way and because the
commitment to controlling the limb can have a rehabilitative function. In this case, the
user will be the central element of the control and command process, and through sight
and the proprioceptive system will verify the movement to make corrections according to
their intentions. The machine will be equipped with sensors to detect the intention and
will be able to apply forces on the environment, the references of which are generated by
the user. Based on the observation of the evolution of movements, the user will correct
the force references by comparing them with the relative references (also generated by the
user). Overall, the human–machine system will control the mechanical impedance of the
system itself.

For the application of the forces, it is possible to proceed with pressure sensors, for each
pneumatic muscle, which allow, together with the knowledge of the current deformation,
the force developed by the muscle to be traced and the torque to be applied to the joint.

As for the sensors for the user’s intention, the simplest system is to use myoelectric
sensors capable of detecting the activity of human muscles homologous to those of the
orthosis. In this way, it is sufficient to control the actuators directly without having to
carry out calculations through dynamic models to trace the torques to be applied at the
level of the joints. This solution has the disadvantage of having to position the EMG
sensors accurately in at least four points of the user’s limb. In the same way, the airbag
sensors already used by the authors in a lower limb orthosis can be used [20]. Another
possibility is to use an interaction sensor between the human and the machine. A load
cell with three axes placed at the end of the orthosis connected to the user’s wrist can
work. The detected force can be used by controlling the orthosis so that it is applied to the
environment with the end effector, a force equal to that detected and increased according
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to a desired amplification factor. In this case, it is necessary to use a dynamic model that in
real time provides the required torque values to the joints. The model is the one described
in Section 2.1.2.

3. Results
3.1. Multibody Model

The multibody model highlights that the movements for working on a bench, eating
and drinking, and caring for the one’s self can be performed, while there is a limitation in
reaching positions behind the frontal plane due to the absence of the shoulder anteposition
movement (Figures 9–12).
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3.2. Orthosis Prototype

The orthosis was made using aluminum for the structural parts and steel for the hinge
pins and the body of the trolley for shoulder rotation. The connection of the muscles to
the transmission cables was made by means of small pieces of steel, in which the rope is
engaged by a stop for motorcycle applications (Figure 13). The other end of the muscle
is locked on the orthosis by means of a nut on a thread placed on the head of the muscle
(Figure 13). Beyond the nut is a quick connection for the air tube for feeding and ventilation.
The thermoformable plastics are made of nylon by customizing them to the subject for
which special plaster casts were created and then used in forming the nylon sheets. The
valves were connected to their parts through screws (Figure 13). The thermoformable
plastics were equipped with Velcro strings for quick fastening on the user’s body. In
particular, the shoulder was covered on the side in contact with the human body with a
layer of foam rubber for increased comfort (Figure 14).
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3.3. First Experimental Tests

To carry out preliminary checks on the functionality of the orthosis, a manually
controlled pneumatic circuit was created to feed the pneumatic muscles. It consisted of
solenoid valves, switches, and flow regulators, as shown in Figure 15.
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Using this circuit, it was possible to control the movements through the individual
DoFs. The command through the circuit allows pressurized air to be sent up to the design
pressure equal to 0.7 MPa. The tests consisted of controlling the movements with the passive
user until the maximum working pressure was reached. In the starting configuration for
each DoF, the limb was extended along the body for elbow flexion and shoulder flexion
and abduction movements. For shoulder rotation, in the starting position the elbow was
flexed at 90◦ with the shoulder in 90◦ abduction and with the maximum possible internal
rotation (60◦).

For the purpose of the initial quantitative assessments, rough video footage was taken
with a camera with an optical axis perpendicular to the sagittal plane for flexion movements
and to the frontal plane for the shoulder abduction movement.

Key frames were extracted from the videos, which allowed post-processing to the
CAD for verification. Figures 16–18 show the post-processed frames.
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Tests were conducted for each degree of freedom, one movement at a time. An
operator other than the user controlled the entry of air into the affected pneumatic muscles
by means of a manually operated pressure regulator. By means of a pressure gauge on the
delivery pipe, it was possible to verify that the design pressure of 0.7 MPa was reached.
During the tests, the air was delivered at time intervals of about 5 s, but given the rapid
response of the actuators, the movements can be carried out more quickly. The tests gave
repeatable results.

4. Discussion

As mentioned, the multibody model shows that with the orthosis it is possible to carry
out activities of daily life, such as taking care of one’s self, eating, drinking, working at a
table, reading, writing, and working on a computer. However, it was difficult to bring the
hand behind the back and to the nape of the neck. In particular, it can be seen that for the
movement to bring the hand behind the back, in overcoming the frontal plane the carriage
for the rotation of the shoulder reaches the end of its travel path on the circular guide
during internal rotation. Similarly, to reach the position behind the nape, in an attempt to
overcome the frontal plane, the trolley for the rotation of the shoulder reaches the end of its
travel path on the circular guide during external rotation. This limit cannot be exceeded,
since the guide cannot develop a useful angle greater than 180◦ and the carriage has a
non-zero angular dimension (approximately 40◦). If this limit is to be exceeded, the orthosis
should also be able to implement the anteposition movements of the shoulder. However,
these movements are of no great interest in normal daily life.
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As far as the prototype is concerned, the first observation concerns the kinematic
transparency and wearability. No difficulties were found in the context of the planned
mobility and no difficulty was found in the case of use over clothes. Some problems were
instead identified in the case of use under clothing. It is necessary to apply protections for
the hinges to avoid damage to clothing, as well as the use of padding for plastics to prevent
slipping and to make the orthosis comfortable. Another target of the project was lightness.
The device, complete with the muscles, has a mass of 4.4 kg. A great help in supporting the
orthosis by the user is provided by the pelvic grip, which allows the user to unload most of
the weight onto the pelvis.

As for the first experimental tests, it was found that the movements performed for
the flexion of the shoulder and the elbow are of a smaller amplitude than those planned,
while the abduction of the shoulder meets the requirements. In particular, the movements
range from 5◦ to 77◦ with an excursion of 72◦ against a design requirement equal to 70◦.
For the rotation of the shoulder, the movements are mainly not hindered by the action of
gravity, which is generally orthogonal to the direction of the movements. As for the check,
the internal rotation is favored in the chosen configuration. While the external rotation
is performed in the most critical conditions, it is still possible to reach the position equal
to −20◦ against a requirement angle of −30◦due to the friction in the sliding of the carriage
with respect to the guide.

For the shoulder extension–flexion, the movements range from 70◦ to 127◦ with an
excursion of 57◦ against a design excursion of 80◦. In particular, for maximum flexion,
the position reached of 127◦ is 23◦ from the target position of 150◦. For the flexion of the
elbow, the movements range from 10◦ to 107◦. Here, the data that matter are for the final
position, which must be compared with the 130◦ design requirement, meaning there is a
gap of 23◦. These differences are partly due to the compliance of the devices for connecting
the transmission ropes to the pneumatic muscles. During the tests, deformations of 1–2 mm
were detected. With these deformations and a pulley radius equal to 15 mm, there was a
loss in terms of angular excursion equal to about 10◦. Another cause was evidently the lack
of force developed by the pneumatic muscles due to the friction and resistance (human limb,
clothes, etc.) not being correctly estimated. In fact, for the abduction movement, for which
two muscles were used in parallel and coupled by means of a barbell, the requirement
was reached.

In order to provide evidence of the advantages brought about by the proposed device,
a comparison was carried out with similar devices found in the literature. The comparison
was based on the degrees of freedom that the orthosis has for the shoulder and elbow joints,
on whether they are motorized or not, on whether the shoulder has a spherical joint, on the
amplitudes of the various movements, and on the acceptability of the device by the user.
Figure 19 shows the considered orthoses and Table 5 shows a comparison of the proposed
device with the others under study.
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Table 5. Characteristics of the orthoses under comparison. SAA = shoulder abduction–adduction;
SR = shoulder rotation; SFE = shoulder flexion–extension; EF = elbow flexion; S.Shp.J. = shoulder
spherical joint; a = active; p = passive; na = data not available; np = not present. Brackets (a)–(f)
correspond to the devices shown in Figure 19; (g) represents the reference requirements.
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correspond to the devices shown in Figure 19; (g) represents the reference requirements. 
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exoskeleton. Reprinted with permission from ref. [102]. Copyright 2018 IEEE; (b) UB-AXO by 
Aalborg University. Reprinted with permission from ref. [103]. Copyright 2017 IEEE; (c) Stuttgart 
Exo-Jacket. Reprinted with permission from ref. [104]. Copyright 2017 IEEE; (d) compact 3 degrees-
of-freedom scissor linkages for an upper limb exoskeleton. Reprinted with permission from ref. 
[105]. Copyright 2019 Elsevier; (e) link set sliding for an abduction-adduction upper limb 
exoskeleton. Reprinted from ref. [106]; (f) our proposed orthosis.  

Table 5. Characteristics of the orthoses under comparison. SAA = shoulder abduction–adduction; 
SR = shoulder rotation; SFE = shoulder flexion–extension; EF = elbow flexion; S.Shp.J. = shoulder 
spherical joint; a = active; p = passive; na = data not available; np = not present. Brackets (a)–(f) 
correspond to the devices shown in Figure 19; (g) represents the reference requirements. 

Device SAA SR SFE EF S. Sph. J.  Acceptability 
(a) 0°/45°, a 240°/270°, a 90°/210°, a 0°/90°, a ✗ ✗ 
(b) 0°/90°, a 240°/380°, p 30°/260°, a na, a  ✔ ✔ 
(c) na, a np na, a na, a ✗ ✔ 
(d) na, p na, p na, p na, p ✔ ✔✔✔ 
(e) 0°/60°, a 240°/380°, a  np 0°/130°, a  ✗ ✗ 
(f) 5°/77°, a 250°/320°, a 80°/127°, a 10°/107°, a ✔ ✔✔ 
(g) 10°/80°, a 240°/330°, a 70°/150°, a 0°/130°, a ✔ ✔✔✔ 

(f) 5◦/77◦, a 250◦/320◦, a 80◦/127◦, a 10◦/107◦, a 4 44

(g) 10◦/80◦, a 240◦/330◦, a 70◦/150◦, a 0◦/130◦, a 4 444

From the comparison results, as for the ROMs, some devices outperform the require-
ments, while the proposed one does not completely satisfy the requirements for EF and SFE.
On the other hand, regarding the kinematic architecture, the proposed device is among the
few implementing three DoFs for the shoulder joint. Moreover, the proposed solution is a
spherical joint in a device, which at the same time is wearable.

Of the five devices compared here, one presents only two DoFs for the shoulder joint,
while the remaining four present three DoFs. Two of them do not form a spherical joint
(because the DoFs, although orthogonal, are placed in series), and this is a constraint that
the spherical joint does not present. As for the other two, a spherical joint is implemented;
one of them is without any actuation, while for the other the rotational movement is not
motorized. As for the acceptability, the best device is not motorized; two are unacceptable
due to being bulky. The two acceptable devices present a lack of DoFs or motorization.
Therefore, the proposed device is the only one implementing a spherical joint for the
shoulder with all DoFs being motorized, which is also reasonably small and acceptable.
From the comparison, it can be concluded that the proposed device has a better score for
the considered requirements.

5. Conclusions and Future Development

Overall, it can be said that the verifications have shown the validity of the project,
since the differences from the requirements can be overcome.
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In the future, more attention will be paid to the critical aspects highlighted here. In
particular, more rigid systems for attaching the ends of the transmission cords will be
considered to reduce errors due to compliance. Larger diameter pneumatic muscles will be
used in order to provide greater strength for flexion–extension and rotation movements
of the shoulder and for flexion–extension movements of the elbow in order to completely
satisfy the requirements. Finally, the possibility of using a carriage equipped with rolling
elements to couple the circular guide for the rotation movement of the shoulder will be
considered. A weakness of the proposed device is the lack of adaptability to the different
anthropometric dimensions of different user. This will be achieved by using a new design
for the arm in two pieces with an adjustable connection. Once the functionality is achieved,
the control system will be implemented and the system will be completely characterized.
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